
Popular Colors

RED                                                                               TAN                       SANDSTONE                    BROWN

ASH GRAY                  CHARCOAL             BRITE WHITE                                                              LT.STONE

Quality Metal Roofing, Siding, Liner Panels, and Trim
Colors
I N F O  S H E E T

Standard

Standard Colors are the colors that we have painted for decades.  The term Standard 

represents a color that we regularly paint and guarantee to color match 365 days a year.  

These colors are ideal for our commercial customers who always use the same color for 

branding purposes.  Also our retail customers will some�mes use standard colors when 

they plan on adding on to their buildings in the future.

Job Lot
Job Lot Colors make up one of our most popular categories of colors. Job Lot represents 

a color that we do not paint regularly and cannot guarantee to 100% color match in the 

future.  O�en �mes painted colors are similar and we can find the closest match in the 

event you need to repair or add on to your building.

Secondary Colors compromise a well-known category of colors at Custom Metal.  A 

secondary color is something that has been rejected due to the strict standards of steel 

mills and coil coaters in the United States. Historically we have go�en many years out of 

the material but uniform paint adhesion cannot be 100% guaranteed.  Secondary is 

o�en well suited for a budget conscious customer and agriculture buildings where 

animals are stored. 

Secondary
24 Gauge  |  26 Gauge  |  29 Gauge 

24 Gauge  |  26 Gauge  |  29 Gauge 

Linear Panel
Liner panel is a category of material that is solely for finishing the inside walls and 

ceiling of a building.  Liner panel colors can vary but are o�en �mes white to improve 

the ligh�ng of the building.

24 Gauge Spans 8-10’   |   26 Gauge Spans 4-6’   |   29 Gauge Spans 2-4’

                                             PEWTER                        BLACK                      BURGUNDY       C         COPPER 

      BLUE                     HAWAIIAN BLUE             EVERGREEN                  BRITE RED                  ALMOND  

26 Gauge  |  Red, Green, Tan, Sandstone, Brown, Gray, Charcoal, White

29 Gauge  |  29 Gauge  Red, Green, Tan, Sandstone, Brown, Gray, Charcoal, White, Burnished Slate, Lt. Stone

26 Gauge  |  29 Gauge
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